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Janole was recently reunited with Wallace, her husband of 25 years, who disappeared amid a mysterious
scandal leaving Janole devastated. Only after being reunited did Janole learn the disturbing truth about
Wallace's disappearance. Janole is eager to resume their lives. Can she forget the painful past or the man who
came to her rescue? To make matters worse, Janole and Wallace are being threatened by an unidentified
person. And, when their oldest son, Marlon, informs them of his own dilemma they are forced to make a
difficult decision and face yet another crisis-perhaps the biggest of all. Marlon, a professional basketball
player, meets the most challenging opponent of his young life. Will he win or must he accept defeat? As if
that isn't enough, his parents reveal a secret that shatters his trust in them and causes him to question all that
he believed. Can he forgive their deception? Will he accept and embrace the truth? Amy loves her husband,
Marlo, but after years of longing for his attention and companionship, seeks fulfillment elsewhere. When the
circumstances have deadly consequences, life becomes too much for Amy leaving those she loves confused
and deeply scarred. Jenn and Paul are excited about relocating their family and the new opportunities that
await them. Their lives take an unexpected turn, however, when Jenn uncovers disturbing information about
their teenage daughter. As more information is revealed and the situation escalates, they are forced to face
indisputable truths and find themselves living a nightmare.These unforgettable characters were introduced in
And, Not Only That. Their lives continue to unfold in this compelling and gripping sequel about love,
family, betrayal, tragedy, forgiveness and faith. George Mason University. She is also the author of And, Not
Only That which was nominated for the 2016 Christian Literary Henri Award. She enjoys writing novels that
inspire, encourage, inform and uplift. She has worked in corporate America and public eduction. A recent
retiree, her twenty-five year career in Education included the positions of professional school counselor,
career and college counselor, guidance director and school counseling program manager. A native of Charles
City, Virginia, she currently lives in Charlotte, North Carolina with her husband, Will. Together, they have
four children and four grandchildren. Feel free to connect with Cheryl at www.cherylmrobinson.com or
cherylmrob@yahoo.com."
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From reader reviews:

Kevin Primeaux:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? E-book is very important thing for
us to learn everything in the world. Each book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that e-book has
different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book. They are really reading
whatever they consider because their hobby will be reading a book. What about the person who don't like
studying a book? Sometime, man feel need book when they found difficult problem or perhaps exercise.
Well, probably you will want this In a Year's Time.

Rebecca Kurtz:

As people who live in typically the modest era should be revise about what going on or information even
knowledge to make these people keep up with the era that is always change and move ahead. Some of you
maybe will probably update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems
coming to you is you don't know what kind you should start with. This In a Year's Time is our
recommendation to cause you to keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and
need in this era.

Paul Green:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information currently can get by anyone at everywhere.
The information can be a understanding or any news even an issue. What people must be consider any time
those information which is inside the former life are challenging to be find than now could be taking
seriously which one is suitable to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you have the unstable
resource then you have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of those
possibilities will not happen with you if you take In a Year's Time as your daily resource information.

Brandon Francis:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with good friends is thing
that usually you could have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try factor that really
opposite from that. A single activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you already been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love In a Year's Time, you are
able to enjoy both. It is great combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hangout type is
it? Oh come on its mind hangout guys. What? Still don't obtain it, oh come on its referred to as reading
friends.
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